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6. On the lcart between Two "Amounts of Information
By K6mei SUZUKI

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., Jan. 12, 1.957)

1. d(, .; A)-.i__0 z/Pc log 1+--PI
As was shown in the preceding paper the "amount of informa-

tion"2)-4) has been defined by a specified probability space (or distri-
bution), (R,K,), and the partition,) A, imposed on the space R.
And we have conventionally denoted it by H(t; A). As usual

A" R--tJA, A , AA--O (ij).
i=0

For any two distributions (R, , ) and (R, , ), providing
a ) (A)-P 0, 2(A)-P+AP O, P- (P+AP)- 1

( b ) the series H(2; A) P log 1/P and H(2:; A) (P+AP)
log 1/(P+AP) to converge

(e) --I+aAP/Pk; kO, l>a0 for all i,
we have directly from the result obtained in the preceding paper

0 < AH-- AP log 1 < AP log 1+
o Pi+APi --:o Pi

where AH--H(2; A)--H(2; A).

Denoting AP log ,I+-P / by g(2, 2; A), we have easily

a (, ; ) 0
(1.1) (b) d(, ; A) 0 for @

e (, ; (, ; ).
It must be noted that we eould not avoid the sign of equality in

(b) of (1.1); beeause even though @, we would often have that
(A)--(A), 4--0, 1, ,..., for some artitions imposed on R.

o areeiate more fully we consider a distribution (R,,2a)
together with the above (R, , ) and (R, , ).

Providing again the following

e --I+AP’)/P[; 1>>0, >0, i-O, 1,2,..., -1,2
we have

g(, ; )-(,; )+(,;)
,(p}l lOg Pa)/P-AP log
g0

(1.2) and
> 0 AP[.AP >0

(API1 log pa)/p[+ Ap log P.}/P[) --0 AP,}t.AP-0
< 0 AP.AP< O.
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These relations show that the quantity d(, ; A) does not satisfy
the triangle law o distance; it could however well describe the degree
of the discrepancy two distributions (R, , ) and (R, 5, :) under the
partition imposed, A.

Thus, remembering its origin, we take d(, :; A) into considera-
tion as the "dcart" between two "amounts of information" about
the capability of the source due to the distributions (R, 5,) and
(R, , ) with the partition, A, which is imposed on R;
(Cf. 2 in the preceding paper.)

(x) dx2. j(f:(x)--L(x))log
We consider, henceforth, the random variable X, with the prob-

ability density f(x), attached to the probability space (R, 5, 2) while
taking up conveniently the set of whole real numbers [x} as the
space R; and the components (A) of the partition (A)are considered
to be reduced to the half open intervals I:a<xb, i=0,1,2,..-,
hence we can put

P-- 2(I)--ff(x)dx.

Then the following may be easily extended to the discussion in an
n-dimensions Euclidean space

Let us provisionally attach the probability densities fl(x)and
f:(x) to the measure 2, 2: respectively.

For any number , we may have an integer N such as

OPlog 1 (P,= p :r P+AP
N

Then if we take a domain A such as A--I U L we get
=0 i=0

0 ;)-

0 H(;; A)
:0
(P+;P) og

P+
Thus, referring to (e) of 1, we can define a positive number g

such as 0 d(2, 2; A)- AP log 1

--f(f()-f()) lo-fz)f() g might be obtained overIf the integral

A, we could set

AP

and when max (b--a,) tends to zero, e(A, A) also tends to zero.
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Then

e(A, A)<___d(2,, ,.; A)-f(f(x)- f,(x)) log-f:(-X)gx <__ zlg+e(A, A).
_4

f(x)
Thus we can reach the formula

d(21, 22)-f f(x)- log dx.,. (x)
And we have also

(a)
(2.1) b

(c)

a(, )-0
d(2, 22) 0 for

d(, )-d(.e, )
and corresponding to the relations (1.2), we have

d(, )- [d(, )+d(,

log(x)_dx

(2.2) and

f,(x)
> 0 ((x)-A(x))(A(x)-L(x)) > 0

=0

< 0 ((x)-f,(x))(A(x)-(x)) < 0.

Thus, the proposition described in the probability mass (PJ has been
rewritten in the corresponding probability density (f(x)).
And we may call d(, ), the cart between two amounts of informa-
tion due to the probability distributions (R, , ) and (R, , ).

In the preceding paper we have had

AH= AP log 1

_
(P+AP) log.P+AP

P P
3P log

P+P P log p3p[
then

1 1log
P -- _4P logp+jp
] (Pi+JPi) log _Pi+JPi , p log P+JP

P P
S. Kullback and A. Leibler ) were regardless about this, though it may

be said that they have derived the formula f(f(x)--f(x)) log f(x) dx
f(x)

from the latter half of the above relation.
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